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Pakistan at 100 
IN a recent report entitled Pakistan@100: Shaping the Future, the World Bank raises the mouth-
watering prospect that with policy reforms in just five areas, Pakistan can increase its per capita 
income five-fold to achieve upper-middle income status by the time it celebrates its centenary in 
2047. The five areas are human capital (fertility and early childhood development), economic 
transformation (enhancing the business environment and trade openness), tax revenue increase, water 
management and governance (transparency and accountability). 
 
Dr Nadeem ul Haque, ex-head of the Planning Commission, was perhaps the first one to think ahead 
in a book about the reforms Pakistan must adopt to become an Asian Tiger by the time it turns 100. 
But the report doesn’t mention his work. It gives no calculations to show how such reforms will 
increase per capita income five times. Oddly, our per capita income did increase more than four-fold 
in the last two 30-year periods even sans most such reforms. It’s also unclear why other policy 
reforms aren’t suggested, eg, the active state industrial policies used by the Asian Tigers to achieve 
rapid growth. 
 
Those it includes have already been mentioned in earlier reports. So it’s unclear what value is added 
by repeating them. The report would have added value had it delved into the structural constraints 
that have stopped Pakistani rulers from adopting these oft-repeated policies. But it decontextualises 
things by laying them out as easy policy targets whose adoption can unleash rapid growth. By 
simplifying matters, the report could strengthen the hands of those who portray corrupt elected 
leadership as the only thing standing between Pakistan and high progress and who then suggest 
undemocratic options as the way forward. 
 
Our history is marked by the three failures to achieve political stability, prolonged economic growth 
and equitable social progress. A review of our current economic and social indicators reflects the 
results of these failures. They show a state with a low per capita GDP of around $1,500 whose 
average GDP growth has been less than five per cent for decades. The PML-N’s attempt to increase 
it towards the 7pc growth needed to absorb new labour resulted in fiscal and external deficits and a 
sharp decline in the growth rate. The GDP quality is low too — private consumption is 75pc of GDP 
but investment is only around 15pc; the services sector is nearly 60pc but the job-creating industrial 
sector only 20pc. The informal economy may be around 50pc of the formal one. 
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